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VIOLATION 1 

I attempted to search for flights on both the home page and on the resulting Select 
Flight page, with some empty fields. The errors were sometimes modal (like the Error 

alert), and sometimes in the results (“Outbound airport…”). None of the errors were 
very helpful. 

‣ Error Prevention: Allows searching with empty arrival city and return date. 

‣ Error Recovery: Shows an error as “Error”, without any description or any direction to 

fix it. 

‣ Consistency: There’s no “outbound airport” field, and the closest match is 

“departure city”, which is not empty.  

‣ Consistency: Errors of the same kind should either be presented in alert dialogs or in 

the results, not both. 

Severity rating: 3 
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VIOLATION 2 

I was looking at the list of flights, before I realized that these flights came in pairs, and 
that they were not pairs of outbound and return flights. 

‣ Recognition: 

• Pairs of flights are to be chosen with the not very visible radio buttons on the 

right, but the flights are separated by the same row dividers, making it difficult 
to distinguish the pairs. 

• As we are trying to find return flights, showing pairs of flights may mislead 
users into thinking that these pairs of flights are outbound and return flights. 

• The actual instructions, to “Select Departing Flight”, is set in a small font and 
squeezed between two colored, emphasized components. It took me a few 

minutes to realize that it was there. 

‣ Minimalism: There’s a small “Time Remaining” timer to the right of “Select Departing 

Flight”, which may rush users into booking their flights or scare them away. 

Severity rating: 3 
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VIOLATION 3 

After I selected 2 pairs of flights (one pair to Xian and the other pair back), I scrolled up 
to verify my entry. Satisfied, I hit the Book Now button in the first screenshot, which 

reset my selections by reloading the page. 

‣ Consistency: There are two buttons labeled “Book”, one to search for flights and 

one to continue the process of booking flights. 

Severity rating: 2 
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VIOLATION 4 

I was entering my personal particulars when I made a few typos. The system accepted 
them and actually allowed me to proceed. 

‣ Error Prevention: Doesn’t prevent bad input like these invalid dates (2001 isn’t a leap 
year and November has 30 days), passport number and mobile phone number. 

As this could potentially cause real world problems for the user later at immigration and 
security, I would classify this as a usability catastrophe. 

Severity rating: 4 
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VIOLATION 5 

I clicked the more + button on the right column, and this modal dialog presented itself. 
It had a few price selections which were entirely unexplained, and clicking them 

produced some long text which looked virtually indistinguishable from one another. 

‣ Recognition: Options, though visible, are not clearly explained and distinguished. 

Severity rating: 2
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